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As recognized, adventure as well as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as without
difficulty as understanding can be gotten by just checking out a books
so do i and neither do i
perfect english grammar also it is not directly done, you could recognize even more with reference
to this life, on the subject of the world.
We pay for you this proper as capably as simple habit to acquire those all. We allow so do i and
neither do i perfect english grammar and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific
research in any way. among them is this so do i and neither do i perfect english grammar that can
be your partner.
Freebook Sifter is a no-frills free kindle book website that lists hundreds of thousands of books
that link to Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Kobo, and Project Gutenberg for download.
So do I/ Neither do I-English
2) So do I. = SO + Auxiliary + Subject. In affirmative sentences = The tag repeats the auxiliary
used in the first part of the sentence. - "I love chocolate ice cream, but I prefer vanilla!" "So do I".
- "He explained th at he loved English and so did his brother." 3) Neither do I. = NEITHER/NOR
+ Auxiliary + Subject.
The Perfect Date – So/Neither do I – Tim's Free English ...
So do I. I want to see it. So does she. He’s married. So am I. I’m an accountant. So is my wife.
PRESENT CONTINUOUS. I’m just trying to help. So am I. I’m feeling better. ... Neither do I.
My daughter doesn’t like spinach. Neither does my son. I’m not busy today. Neither am I. I
didn’t see anything. Neither did I. They weren’t ...
So and Neither: Short Responses of Agreement
So and Neither. So and neither responses can be very difficult. Let's just focus on what we say if
we agree with someone. If someone says something negative and we agree with them we can use
neither. If someone says something positive and we agree with them we can use so.. We must also
remember that the verb in the statement needs to agree with the verb in the response:
Agreeing and Disagreeing- So do I, Neither do I, etc ...
Agreeing with positive and negative statements: Practising short answers like: so do I, neither did
I, etc 1,839 Downloads . So Am I, So Do I, Neither am I, Neither Do I EXERCISE. By Stefanou
These are the pictures which I created for my worksheet of the same name.
So Do I, Neither Do I | Grammar Exercise
So that vs In order to Exercise / 2 11-12. Because / And / So / But Exercise 1 / 2 13. So That or In
Case Exercise 14. So Do I, Neither Do I Exercise 1 / 2 Drag and Drop Exercises: So / Too / Neither
/ Either Exercise Conjunctions Drag and Drop 1 / 2 (Intermediate) Conjunctions Drag and Drop 3
/ 4 / 5 (Advanced) Multiple Choice Exercises ...
Neither do I vs So do I - MyEnglishTeacher.eu Blog
So do I / Neither do I. Let's start with the simple present verb tense and I will show you what I
mean.. We can say, “So do I” and “Neither do I” to agree with statements in the simple ...
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So Do I - Neither Do I Exercise - GrammarBank
Mike: So do I.(= I also like chocolate) 'Neither do I' is used to say that a negative sentence is also
true for me. Paul: I don't like to go to school everyday. Mike: neither do I.(= I don't like to go to
school everyday) Both are often used as a reply to someone else in a conversation and we can use
both sentences . Mike:John has been to ...
So, Too, Neither and Either - Perfect English Grammar
The structure ‘so do I’ or ‘so am I’ is used to add to the sentence before. It uses the same
auxiliary verb as in the previous sentence. After adding a negative idea, we can add another
negative idea using the expression ‘neither did I’ or ‘neither am I’.
Yes/ No/ So do I/ Neither do I: Short answers.-English
We use so + auxiliary/modal verb + pronoun: "I like tea without sugar.' 'So do I.' To agree with a
negative statement: We use nor/neither + auxiliary/modal verb + pronoun: "I don't like tea with
sugar.' 'Nor do I.' or 'Neither do I.' To disagree with a positive statement: We use pronoun +
auxiliary/modal verb + not (-n't): "I like tea without ...
So / Neither / Too – How to agree in English – Espresso ...
So, Too, Neither and Either 'So do I' and 'neither do I' (Download this explanation in PDF here). I
use 'so do I' to say that a positive sentence is also true for me, and I use 'neither do I' to say that a
negative sentence is also true for me: John: I hate mushrooms.
03 So do I / Neither do I | Figure Out English podcast
Neither is used to agree with a negative statement: Mark: 'I don't like classical music.' Fred:
'Neither do I.' As with 'so' the auxiliary in the reply with 'neither' agrees with the statement: A: I
don't speak Russian. ? B: Neither do I. A: Peter isn't happy. ?B: Neither am I. A: I can't play any
musical instruments. ?B: Neither can I.
So and Neither | Learn English
Me neither. Phrases ‘So do I’ or ‘Neither do I’ There is a more formal way to agree with
different opinions and different statements. You can do it with mirroring ‘So/Neither’ structures.
To react to a positive statement, you use ‘So + Aux + Subject Pronoun‘.
So do I!: ESL/EFL Lesson Plan and Worksheet
Test yourself with our free English language quiz about 'So do I & Neither do I'. This is a free
beginner English grammar quiz and esl worksheet. No sign-up required.
So Do I And Neither
• Me: Elizabeth loves coffee. So do I. • Me: Harry doesn’t play the piano and neither do I. In my
examples above, I use ‘do’ because the first sentence is in the present simple tense. The verb after
‘so’ or ‘neither’ changes depending on the tense of the verb in the first sentence. (This is very
similar to tag questions ...
English ESL so do i neither do i Powerpoint presentations ...
In this lesson plan students learn how to use the phrases 'so do I' and 'neither do I.' Students also
practise other ways to show that they have something in common with someone. The lesson ends
with a dialogue between two friends talking about a movie they just saw. This updated version of
the lesson plan includes an animated video of the dialogue.
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'So do I & Neither do I' - English Quiz & Worksheet ...
I will teach you how to use “so” and “neither” to show you agree with or have had the same
experience as someone. For example, if your friend says, “I like p...
‘So do I’ and ‘neither do I’ - Perfect English Grammar
So do I / Neither do I. You can say “So do I” and “Neither do I” to respond to simple present
sentences. “I always sleep late on the weekends.” “So do I.” “I don’t think that’s a good idea.”
“Neither do I.”
How to use SO & NEITHER in English: "So do I", "Neither am ...
This is an activity to practice short answers of agreement “So/neither do I” Download the handout
here: so neither do I. Introduction. We use the short answers “So do I/Neither do I” to express
agreement or something in common that we have with another person.. We use “So do I” to
respond to positive sentences and “Neither do I” for negative sentences.
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